THE   DOGMAS  OF   AUTHORITARIANISM
limited as it was, his broad culture, knowledge of history anc
wide reading, however magnified by his champions,1 gave hi;
work a breadth of outlook, a solidity, an authority that coulc
not be gainsaid. The thought of Maistre can be summarizec
as a series of bold and violent negations, accompanied by 2
series of corresponding affirmations that are bold and violem
enough in their way but lack the point and " edge " of the
negations. Maistre, like the Voltaire he detests and resembles
so  much,2  destroys better  than   he  builds. He  deprecates
principle and a priori reasoning in politics, denies that man
can   deliberately   build   anything,   denounces   change;   for
these  he would  substitute  experience,  natural growth and
stability.
It is easy to deduce from these his political creed. Society is
born, not made, and is in every way anterior to and above the
individual. Man is a social animal by nature; necessity drives
him into society and his will has nothing to do with the setting
up either of society or of government, both natural facts to
be accepted as such. There is nothing moral or just about it;
no sane person believes that justice is or can be the law of the
universe, so any complaint about things being unfair or wrong
is simply irrelevant. As to government, it is by its very nature
absolute and unlimited; no king can be bound by any law
or promise, nor can he be denied recourse to any methods
which circumstances may suggest to him. " There can be
no human society without government, no government with-
out sovereignty, no sovereignty without infallibility, and
this last privilege is so essential that its existence must be
assumed even in temporal sovereignty (where it does not
reside in fact) as an essential condition of the maintenance of
society/'3
1	According to Sch^rer (M/langes de Critique religieuse, p, 269) " his know-
ledge was very superficial; his misquotations are frequent, he seems to
know everything, but this is far from the fact; he has studied and thought a
great deal, but thought never was for him examination, nor was study ever
accompanied by criticism." There may be some truth in the remark, but
we are easily apt to deny critical faculties to those who differ from us!
2	" Un Voltaire retourne," says Scherer.
3	Du Pape, I. xix.
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